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We report a detailed survey of the calculated bulk properties of zirconia using GGA and meta-GGA 
functionals (PBE, PBEsol, RPBE, and TPSS), dispersion (Grimme’s D2 and D3 approach), and on-site 
Coulomb repulsion correction (U = 2–8 eV). Structural, elastic, mechanical, and dielectric properties, as well 
as energetics, electronic structure, and phonon dispersion curves were computed and compared to 
previous investigations to identify the best DFT approach for a consistent in silico description of zirconia 
polymorphs. In general, inclusion of dispersion corrections led to only small changes in the calculated 
properties, whereas DFT+U (U = 2 or 4 eV) reduced the deviations of calculated properties from the 
experimental results, although deterioration of the structure and relative stabilities may be observed in 
some cases. Standard PBEsol, RPBE+U, and PBE+U were the best methodologies for a simultaneous 
description of the three polymorphs of ZrO2. RPBE+U, however, was the only functional to conserve the 
distinct structures and stabilities of c-, t-, and m-ZrO2 when U = 4 eV was used, resulting in the best in silico 
replication of the band gaps of ZrO2, whilst outperforming the other methodologies in the description of 
elastic, mechanical, and dielectric properties of this material. Overall, these results provide insight into the 
most appropriate DFT methodology for in silico investigations of ZrO2, and show that simultaneous 
description of all three ambient pressure zirconia polymorphs by DFT techniques with acceptable levels of 






Zirconia (ZrO2) is an important ceramic material, which has found 
numerous technological applications due to its thermal, dielectric, 
mechanical, chemical, and biocompatibility properties. The wide 
range of applications of ZrO2 include: as a ceramics toughening 
agent,
1




 solid oxide fuel cell 
electrode,
4
 and in surface passivation.
5
 At ambient pressure ZrO2 
can exist in three distinct phases: monoclinic (m-ZrO2, space group 
P21/c), tetragonal (t-ZrO2, P42/nmc), and cubic (c-ZrO2, Fm3m). m-
ZrO2 is thermodynamically stable at ambient temperatures, whereas 
t-ZrO2 and c-ZrO2 are obtained at temperatures ranging between 
1180–2370 1C and 2370–2600 1C, respectively.
6–8
 Three high 
pressure orthorhombic polymorphs (ortho-I – Pbca, ortho-II – Pnma, 
and ortho-III – Pca21) are also known; however they are not 
included in the scope of this study.
9 
 
Despite its technological importance, experimental investi-gation 
of ZrO2 can be extremely challenging at high pressure  
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and temperature conditions. Usually, modification of the chemical 
structure (doping) is required to stabilize some polymorphs at lower 
temperatures and allow their characterization.
10
 For these reasons, 
the investigation of pure and doped zirconia can be greatly assisted 
by computational approaches, which can provide information on 
bulk and surface properties for comparison to experimental studies. 
DFT calculations are playing a major role in the study of both 
zirconia and other oxides, either for characterisation of known 
systems, or by acting as a predictive tool for the design of new 
materials. However, due to the large  
number of existing DFT functionals and other associated widely 
used approximations,
7–9,11–41
 there is a need to evaluate the most  
appropriate DFT method(s) for describing both bulk and surface 
properties of ZrO2.  
A wide range of different methods have been used in previous 
work to predict bulk properties and catalytic activity of ZrO2.
8,11–
34,41
 Moreover, additional corrections (e.g. disper-sion and Hubbard 
corrections) are often introduced when, for instance, more accurate 
descriptions of band gaps and band structures are required, or when 
the description of adsorbates on the surface is investigated.
7,9,35–40
 
Nevertheless, a priori determi-nation of the best methodology for a 
system of interest is a daunting task, especially when full 
experimental characteriza-tion of the investigated material or 
previous thorough compar-ison of alternative computational methods 




























Furthermore, when investigating catalytic activity on different 
phases of the same compound, the selection of the best computa-
tional approach can be an even more complex question, as the same 
theoretical methods are required to describe simultaneously all 
polymorphs with similar accuracy and efficiency.  
In this study we will present a detailed comparative study of the 
different DFT approaches for the description of bulk properties of 
ambient pressure ZrO2. The performance of PBE-derived GGA 
(PBE, PBEsol and RPBE) and Meta-GGA (TPSS) functionals are 
thoroughly explored for their prediction of structural, elastic, 
mechanical, and dielectric properties, as well as energetics, 
electronic structure, and phonon disper-sion curves. Moreover, the 
effect of Grimme’s semiclassical dispersion corrections (D2 and D3) 
and Hubbard correction (U, U = 2–8 eV) for dealing with on-site 
coulomb repulsion interactions was also investigated. Our study 
allows us to identify and rationalise the efficiency of commonly used 
DFT methods for the bulk properties of ZrO2, and special attention 
is given to the simultaneous description of all ambient pressure 
polymorphs by equivalent methods. The results presented here 
provides a com-prehensive survey of the properties of this widely 
investigated material and will aid all types of in silico investigations 
using ZrO2 polymorphs by identifying the pitfalls in such 
methodologies that can lead to unreliable results. In the case of the 
lattice dynamical calculations, our results are predictive as no 
detailed experimental study has been reported.
42
 More generally, our 
survey will provide insight into the most appropriate methods for the 






All calculations were performed using the Vienna ab initio 
simulation package (VASP) within the framework of periodic 










the inclusion of the effect of long-range interactions using Grimme’s 
D2 and D3 semiclassical dispersion methods,
48,49
 as well as on-site 
Coulomb repulsive interaction (U) for d orbitals of Zr, with U values 
ranging between 2–8 eV. The electron–ionic core interaction was 
represented by the projector-augmented-wave (PAW) potentials and 
the selected cutoff energy was selected after extensive benchmarking 













 orbitals were explicitly included as valence electrons. 
Brillouin zone sampling was performed by using the Monkhorst–
Pack scheme with a k-point grid of 5 5 5 together with a Gaussian 
smearing broadening of 0.01 eV. A conjugate-gradient algorithm is 
used to relax and optimise lattice constants and atomic coordinates. 
Forces were set as converged at 10 
3
 eV Å 
1
.  
Elastic constants were calculated by the finite difference method, 
in which the Hessian matrix is determined by the symmetry 
inequivalent displacements of each ion in the direc-tion of each 
Cartesian coordinate. From the Hessian matrix, forces and elastic 
constants (cij) were determined. Bulk moduli values were calculated 





general equation in Voigt’s approximation (eqn (1)), in which for the 
cubic phase c11 = c22 = c33 and c12 = c23 = c31, and for the 
tetragonal phase c11 = c22 and c23 = c31 were assigned.  
 1   2  
(1) BV ¼ 
 
ð c 11 þ 
c
22 þ c33Þ þ 
 
ðc12 þ c23 þ c31Þ 9 9  
The electronic contribution e
N
 to the dielectric constant e was 
calculated by linear response, whereas the ionic contributions e
Ion
 
were calculated by finite difference method. Both contribu-tions 
were determined by the average of the dielectric tensors obtained for 
each contribution (eqn (2) and (3)), whereas the total dielectric 
constant was calculated by the sum of both contributions (eqn (4)). 
For the c-ZrO2, e11 = e22 = e33. For t-ZrO2, 
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    3   
   e = eN + eIon (4)   
Band structures were obtained for the three phases along the 
following high symmetry path: G–X–W–K–G–L–U–W–L–K|U–X 
for the c-ZrO2, G–X–M–G–Z–R–A–Z|X–R|M–A for t-ZrO2, and Z–
G–Y–A–B–D–E–C for m-ZrO2. Phonon dispersion curves were 
obtained by a standard approach using the Phonopy code.
50
 The 
optimised unit cells were used to construct supercells of each system, 
with supercells of dimensions 3 3 3.  
Previous theoretical investigation of zirconia have used a wide 
range of different methods to predict ZrO2 properties, mainly 
applying LDA and GGA (e.g. PW91, PBE, PBEsol and RPBE) 
functionals for describing bulk properties and reactivity.
11–25
 
Moreover, GGA functionals combined with dispersion and Hubbard 
(U) corrections appear to be able to provide similar results as more 
robust approaches, but at lower computational cost.
26
 In the latter 
approach, an on-site coulombic repulsion correction is introduced 
owing to the highly correlated d-(and f-) electrons, whereas the 
dispersion correction deals with the long-ranged electron correlation 
effect – or the van de Waals interactions – which are needed to 
account for non-covalent  
interactions and for accurate description of adsorbate–surface 
interaction;
27–32
 their inclusion has been shown to provide not  
only better relative energies of zirconia polymorphs and other similar 
systems, but also better structural properties.
7,9,33–38
 Fewer 
examples are found using Meta-GGA or hybrid func-tionals to study 
ZrO2 properties, the latter being usually chosen for a better 




In the following subsections, we discuss the ability of the selected 
functionals (PBE, PBEsol, RPBE, and TPSS) to predict bulk 
properties of ZrO2. The GGA-PBE
43
 is a widely used functional for 
solid state calculations, with known intermediate performance for the 
description of bulk and surface properties, although it usually leads 

































 functionals are PBE-based functionals modified to better 
describe solid properties and adsorption energies, respectively. 
PBEsol
44,45
 was constructed by modifying PBE to restore the 
gradient expansion for exchange and by fitting the exchange and 
correlation energy to the surface jellium, resulting in a good 
compromise between structure and surface energy. RPBE
46
 uses a 
modified exchange enhancement factor (Fx(s)) that increases more 
rapidly than that of PBE in order to compensate the loss of regions 
of high s (reduced density gradient) at surface boundary upon 
adsorption, which yields better adsorption energies. Finally, TPPS
47
 
is a meta-GGA functional known for simulta-neously improving 
bulk lattice constants and surface energies at only slightly higher 
computation cost than GGA functionals.  
The effect of Grimme’s semiclassical dispersion corrections (D2 
and D3) and Hubbard correction (U, U = 2–8 eV) is additionally 
discussed alongside the standard functionals. Where possible, 
previous theoretical and experimental results will be presented in 
each subsection for comparison with the results obtained in the 
present study. Our results are organised as follows: first we discuss 
structural properties and relative stabilities of c-, t-, and m-ZrO2; 
then their elastic properties, followed by dielectric and electronic 




Results and discussion 
 
a. Structural properties and relative stability 
 
The optimised lattice parameters of c-, t-, and m-ZrO2 obtained 
using the selected DFT methodologies are given in Tables 1–3. The 
experimental values
51
 are shown for comparison, as well as 




Our results using standard PBE were in all cases larger than the 
experimental values by less than 2.0%, in close agreement to the 
previously reported values.
53
 Standard RPBE presented a similar 
trend, although in this case all calculated values gave larger 
deviations, up to 3.7%. As would be expected for PBEsol, all 
calculations gave smaller lattice parameters than the experimental  
 
Table 1 Lattice vector a1 of the optimised unit cell of c-ZrO2. Comparison 
with experimental
51




) are also 
provided. Relative errors (%) to the experimental values are given in 
parentheses  
 
a1 (Å)   
PBE PBEsol RPBE TPSS   
—5.118 (0.15)  5.067 (0.85)  5.151 (0.81)  5.105 (0.09) 
D2 5.081 (0.57) 5.032 (1.52)  5.112 (0.04)  5.070 (0.78) 
D3 5.096 (0.28) 5.049 (1.19)  5.121 (0.22)  5.084 (0.51) 
U(2 eV) 5.148 (0.74) 5.098 (0.24)  5.181 (1.40)  5.135 (0.49) 
U(4 eV) 5.178 (1.33) 5.129 (0.37)  5.211 (1.98)  5.164 (1.06) 
U(6 eV) 5.207 (1.90) 5.159 (0.96)  5.240 (2.55)  5.193 (1.62) 
U(8 eV) 5.236 (2.46) 5.189 (1.54)  5.268 (3.10)  5.221 (2.16) 
D3+U(2 eV) 5.127 (0.32) 5.081 (0.57)  5.153 (0.83)  5.114 (0.08) 











values, with smaller errors that those observed for PBE (less than 
0.9%).
53
 The only exception to this observation is the lattice 
parameter a2 of the monoclinic phase, in which PBEsol over-
estimated the experimental value by approximately 0.2%. Finally, it 
was observed that TPSS underestimated the lattice vector of c-ZrO2 
by less than 0.1% but overestimated these values for t- and m-ZrO2 
phases by up to 1.0%.  
In general, the dispersion correction resulted, as expected, in a 
slight contraction of the unit cell when compared to the standard 
functionals, in accordance with previous studies.
26
 As a result, 
RPBE which had overestimated the lattice constants before, provided 
now smaller errors, up to 2.6%. On the other hand, PBEsol presents 
larger errors than before (up to 2.8%) as the already underestimated 
lattice vector were further reduced with addition of dispersion 
correction to the structure.  
Inclusion of the Hubbard correction systematically led to 
expansion of the unit cell in all cases. Interestingly, higher values of 
U resulted in a distinct trend for the tetragonal phase, involving a 
sudden increase of the calculated lattice vector a3 for PBE+U (8 eV), 
PBEsol+U (6 eV), and TPSS+U (6 eV), as can be seen in Table 2. 
When analysing the changes in the two distinct bond length in this 
structure (Zr–O1 and Zr–O2), it is possible to observe a significant 
increase of Zr–O1 (Fig. 1(a)) and short-ening of Zr–O2 (Fig. 1(b)) as 
the value of U increases. For instance, t-ZrO2 optimised at PBE and 
PBE+U(8 eV) level gave Zr–O1 bond lengths of 2.080 Å and 2.267 
Å, respectively, whereas Zr–O2 bond lengths were 2.429 Å and 
2.267 Å. These values are the same as those obtained for c-ZrO2 
using PBE+U(8 eV). Similarly, calculations using PBEsol+U(6 eV) 
resulted in both Zr–O1 and Zr–O2 bond lengths of 2.234 Å for t-
ZrO2; the same value was obtained for c-ZrO2. Analogous behaviour 
was observed for t-ZrO2 and c-ZrO2 optimised using RPBE+U and 
TPSS+U when U = 6 and 8 eV. These changes observed in the 
optimised structures when using values of U = 6 eV or higher are 
consistent with a phase transition between t-ZrO2 - c-ZrO2, where 
the disappearance of the distorted tetragonal structure of the eight 
oxygen anions around zirconium sites is observed. 
 
Analysis of the relative energies of m-, t-, and c-ZrO2 provided 
similar observations to those obtained from the structural changes. In 
Fig. 2, the relative energies of c- and t-ZrO2 are plotted taking the 
total energy of m-ZrO2 as zero. For all four standard functionals, the 
order of the relative stability of the three phases is m-ZrO2 4 t-ZrO2 
4 c-ZrO2, in agreement with the experimental results and previous 
theoretical studies.
14,16,55
 Similar behaviour is observed when 
dispersion corrections were used. The inclusion of Hubbard 
correction, however, reduced the energy difference between the three 
phases, up to the disappearance of the energy difference between t- 
and c-ZrO2 for PBE+U (U = 6 and 8 eV), PBEsol+U (U = 4, 6, and 8 
eV), RPBE+U (U = 6 and 8 eV), and TPSS+U (U = 4, 6, and 8 eV). 
Interestingly, it is also possible to observe that for PBE+U (U = 8 
eV), PBEsol+U (U = 6 eV and 8 eV), and TPSS+U (U = 6 eV and 8 
eV) the cubic structure becomes more stable than the monoclinic 
structure, which disagrees with experiment and previous theoretical 
results where the U correc-tion was not used.
14,16,55
 Additionally, 
the use of both D3 and U corrections in PBEsol-D3+U (U = 2 eV) 



























Table 2 Lattice vectors a1 and a3 of the optimised unit cell of t-ZrO2. Comparison with experimental
54





also provided. Relative errors (%) to the experimental values are given in parentheses   
  a1 (Å)      a3 (Å)    
 PBE PBEsol RPBE TPSS PBE PBEsol RPBE TPSS 
         
— 3.623 (0.74) 3.587 (0.26) 3.646 (1.40) 3.612 (0.45) 5.280 (1.99) 5.175 (0.04) 5.367 (3.66) 5.223 (0.89) 
D2 3.597 (0.02) 3.562 (0.94) 3.620 (0.66) 3.587 (0.24) 5.212 (0.68) 5.119 (1.12) 5.287 (2.12) 5.166 (0.21) 
D3 3.607 (0.31) 3.574 (0.61) 3.625 (0.81) 3.597 (0.04) 5.238 (1.18) 5.146 (0.61) 5.312 (2.60) 5.187 (0.18) 
U(2 eV) 3.644 (1.32) 3.608 (0.32) 3.668 (2.01) 3.633 (1.03) 5.253 (1.46) 5.159 (0.34) 5.330 (2.96) 5.204 (0.52) 
U(4 eV) 3.664 (1.88) 3.628 (0.88) 3.688 (2.57) 3.653 (1.58) 5.230 (1.02) 5.146 (0.61) 5.298 (2.33) 5.188 (0.22) 
U(6 eV) 3.682 (2.40) 3.648 (1.44) 3.707 (3.08) 3.672 (2.11) 5.211 (0.65) 5.159 (0.35) 5.271 (1.81) 5.193 (0.31) 
U(8 eV) 3.702 (2.94) 3.669 (2.02) 3.725 (3.58) 3.691 (2.65) 5.235 (1.12) 5.188 (0.22) 5.268 (1.75) 5.221 (0.85) 
D3+U(2 eV) 3.629 (0.91) 3.595 (0.02) 3.647 (1.43) 3.618 (0.62) 5.215 (0.73) 5.132 (0.87) 5.280 (1.98) 5.170 (0.13) 
D3+U(4 eV) 3.648 (1.45) 3.615 (0.54) 3.668 (2.00) 3.638 (1.17) 5.194 (0.33) 5.121 (1.09) 5.252 (1.45) 5.157 (0.39)  







    
 
Table 3 Lattice vectors a1, a2, and a3 of the optimised unit cell of m-ZrO2. Comparison with experimental
56





are also provided. Relative errors (%) to the experimental values are given in parentheses    
 a1 (Å)     a2 (Å)     a3 (Å)    
 PBE PBEsol RPBE TPSS  PBE PBEsol RPBE TPSS PBE PBEsol RPBE TPSS 
             
— 5.191 5.130 5.229 5.159 5.244 5.216 5.271 5.259 5.307 5.224 5.358 5.258 
 (0.90) (0.29) (1.64) (0.27) (0.72) (0.17) (1.24) (1.00) (1.24) (0.34) (2.21) (0.31) 
D2 5.109 5.037 5.159 5.061 5.253 5.227 5.264 5.268 5.208 5.096 5.286 5.124 
 (0.71) (2.11) (0.26) (1.63) (0.88) (0.39) (1.10) (1.16) (0.65) (2.78) (0.83) (2.26) 
D3 5.163 5.101 5.179 5.124 5.237 5.213 5.256 5.256 5.273 5.191 5.301 5.215 
 (0.34) (0.85) (0.65) (0.41) (0.58) (0.12) (0.95) (0.94) (0.58) (0.98) (1.12) (0.52) 
U(2 eV) 5.236 5.176 5.273 5.204 5.269 5.241 5.295 5.283 5.333 5.255 5.379 5.287 
 (1.77) (0.60) (2.48) (1.14) (1.18) (0.65) (1.70) (1.46) (1.73) (0.25) (2.61) (0.85) 
U(4 eV) 5.280 5.223 5.316 5.249 5.290 5.262 5.317 5.305 5.365 5.292 5.408 5.321 
 (2.63) (1.51) (3.33) (2.02) (1.59) (1.06) (2.11) (1.87) (2.34) (0.94) (3.17) (1.50) 
U(6 eV) 5.323 5.269 5.358 5.293 5.309 5.281 5.337 5.324 5.398 5.330 5.439 5.356 
 (3.47) (2.41) (4.14) (2.87) (1.96) (1.43) (2.50) (2.25) (2.98) (1.68) (3.76) (2.18) 
U(8 eV) 5.364 5.315 5.398 5.335 5.328 5.297 5.357 5.342 5.431 5.371 5.471 5.393 
 (4.26) (3.29) (4.91) (3.70) (2.33) (1.72) (2.89) (2.59) (3.61) (2.46) (4.36) (2.87) 
D3+U(2 eV) 5.208 5.147 5.224 5.170 5.262 5.240 5.282 5.281 5.300 5.222 5.326 5.245 
 (1.22) (0.05) (1.53) (0.48) (1.06) (0.63) (1.45) (1.42) (1.11) (0.39) (1.60) (0.05) 
D3+U(4 eV) 5.253 5.194 5.270 5.215 5.284 5.263 5.304 5.304 5.333 5.257 5.359 5.278 
 (2.09) (0.96) (2.43) (1.36) (1.48) (1.08) (1.86) (1.87) (1.73) (0.29) (2.24) (0.68)  
Experimental56 5.145 5.207 5.242 
LDA
52 
5.122 5.218 5.280 
PBE
14 
5.190 5.243 5.379 














Fig. 1 Variation of Zr–O bond length in t-ZrO2 structure from distinct DFT 
methodologies tested here. Zr–O1 bond length (a) and Zr–O2 bond length 
(b). Previously reported experimental
54
 values are given as a solid 
horizontal line for comparison.  
 
afforded an energy difference between c-ZrO2 and t-ZrO2 smaller 
than 0.07 eV, whereas these difference in energy for PBE-D3+U (U 
= 2 eV) and RPBE-D3+U (U = 2 eV) were calculated 
 
as 0.135 eV and 0.238 eV, respectively. Except for RPBE-D3+U (U 
= 4 eV), which resulted in an energy difference of approxi-mately 
0.1 eV between c-ZrO2 and t-ZrO2, the combination of D3 and U = 4 
eV also resulted in very small energy differences between 
polymorphs.  
Overall, inclusion of dispersion in these calculations led to a 
slight reduction of the lattice vectors of ZrO2, resulting in an 
improvement of those values calculated used PBE and RPBE, but in 
general worsening the lattice vectors calculated using PBEsol and 
TPSS. In this way, PBEsol and TPSS will give more accurate results 
for the structural parameters of zirconia if additional dispersion 
correction is not used. When inclusion of dispersion corrections is 
necessary for the investigated property, PBE and RPBE appear to be 
the best options amongst the functionals investigated here. As 
detailed before, the effect of dispersion over the relative energies was 
not significant. Hubbard corrections, on the other hand, resulted in 



















































Fig. 2 Relative energy of bulk t- and c-ZrO2 obtained for each evaluated 
methodology and calculated by taking the total energy of m-ZrO2 as zero 
in each case (see Table S1, ESI†).  
 
well as in larger effects over the structural properties calculated here, 
systematically leading to increase of the calculated lattice vectors 
and of the relative errors. Additionally, these results show that 
values of U = 6 eV or larger should be avoided for calculations using 
zirconia, as t-ZrO2 -c-ZrO2 phase transition and/or inversion of 
stability between c-ZrO2 and m-ZrO2 can be observed. Higher 
values of U may also result in the deteriora-tion of other intrinsic 
bulk properties of the system without large improvements in 
calculated band gaps, as will be dis-cussed in the next subsections. 
Interestingly, when a U value of 4 eV was used, RPBE was the only 
functional to conserve the structure of t-ZrO2 and a significant 
energy difference between this phase and c-ZrO2, whilst also 
describing m-ZrO2 as the most stable phase. The combination of 
both D3 and U with RPBE also led to a good compromise between 
the inclusion of these additional corrections and the description of 
zirconia structures, presenting relative errors smaller than 2.4% for 




b. Elastic properties  
The calculated inequivalent elastic components cij of m-, t-, and c-
ZrO2 are shown in Fig. 3–5 along with previously reported 
experimental and theoretical values. The experimental values were 







 The theoretical values used for comparison 
were obtained using four distinct approaches: (i) Local Density 
Approximation functional (LDA),
52
 (ii) finite-differences method 
with Generalized Gradient Approximation functional (GGA-PBE),
14 
 
(iii) finite-differences method with Generalized Gradient 
Approximation functional with additional Hubbard Correction U = 2 
eV (FD),
7
 and (iv) lattice dynamics method (LD).
60
 
For c-ZrO2, all calculated elastic constants c11, c44, and c12 are 
overestimated if compared to the experimental values, as was also 
observed in previous calculations using FD, LDA, and GGA, the 
only exception being the results obtained with LD calculations (Fig. 
3(a) and (c)). Despite the overestimation of computed values, they 
were able to preserve the ordering c11 4 c12 4 c44, which is in 
agreement with the experimental results.
57 
 
The elastic constants computed with standard PBE and RPBE 
were close to the previous theoretical values (LDA, GGA, and FD), 
whereas PBEsol and TPSS afforded larger elastic con-stants, further 
away from the experimental values. In general, inclusion of 
dispersion correction to the calculation led to an increase of the 
elastic constants, which is in accordance with the above mentioned 
trends concerning the effect of dispersion on unit cell volume. We 
also observe that D2 resulted in a much more significant increase of 
the theoretical values than D3, leading the results obtained with the 
former further away from the experimental values. 
 
Inclusion of the Hubbard correction led to a systematic decrease 
of the calculated c11 when U values were increased, whereas 
calculated c44 increases with higher values of U. The variations 
observed for c12 were less significant than those calculated for c11 
and c44, which presented small variations when compared to the 
results obtained with the standard functionals. 
Unlike c-ZrO2, the tetragonal phase did not present any 
consistent trends for all methodologies. In the cases of c11, c66, and 

















Fig. 3 Computed inequivalent elastic constants (a) c11, (b) c44, and (c) c12 (GPa). Previously reported experimental
57








































































) values are also given for comparison. See Table S3 (ESI†).  
 
 
values, whereas c44 values were underestimated when compared the calculations using RPBE, RPBE+U and PBE+U (U = 4–8 eV), 
to the experimental values. The elastic constants c33  and c13 which predicted negative values for c35. Similarly, c25 (Fig. 5k) 
(Fig. 4b and f) were underestimated with standard RPBE and was predicted as being negative or close to zero, whilst the 
overestimated with standard PBEsol and TPSS, whereas standard experimental value was positive.
7,9 
PBE gave results that were very close to experimental values. We note that unlike our previous calculations for c- and 
Moreover, the calculated c44 (Fig. 4c) using pure RPBE was the t-ZrO2, we find that TPSS and PBEsol resulted in less consistent 
only case to give a negative value of the elastic constant. trends for the calculated elastic constants of m-ZrO2. For c33 
These variations in trends were also previously observed (Fig. 5c), for instance, unexpected changes are observed in the 
in other theoretical investigations;
7,14,52,60
  however, for all calculated values when going from U = 6 to 8 eV. The inclusion 
methodologies tested here, the computed order of magnitude of the D2 dispersion correction also resulted in unexpected 
for the elastic constants was c11 4 c33 4 c12 4 c66 4 c13 4 c44, trends for some of the calculated elastic constants. As can be 
which is in agreement with the experimental results.
54
 More- seen for c11, c33, c13, and c46 (Fig. 5a, c, h, and m), PBE-D2 and 
over, two unexpected variations of the computed elastic con- RPBE-D2 behaved very differently from PBEsol-D2 and TPSS-D2, 
stants were observed: (i) for c11, c44, and c13, when the D2 the former leading to decrease of the calculated elastic constant 
correction was included in the calculations, a similar increase when compared to the pure functionals, whereas the latter led to 
in the calculated values as that which was observed for the an increase of this property. A higher cutoff energy (750 eV) was 
cubic phase, and (ii) for the calculations using U = 6 or 8 eV, also tested and the same trends were observed for these cases 
particularly  for  c33  and  c13,  due  to  the  phase  transition (see ESI,† Table S5). 
discussed in the previous subsection. The calculated bulk moduli BV (Fig. 6) were consistent with 
For m-ZrO2 (Fig. 5), distinct trends were again observed for all the trends observed above. Inclusion of D2 resulted in large 
the calculated elastic constants. The elastic constants c11 and variations of the mechanical properties of the cubic and tetra- 
c25 (Fig. 5a and k) were underestimated in all methodologies. gonal phase, whereas for the monoclinic phase, inclusion of 
The elastic constant c22  (Fig. 5b) was also underestimated, dispersion had distinct effects over PBEsol and TPSS, when 
except when calculated using PBE-D2, PBEsol-D2, PBEsol-D3, compared to PBE and RPBE. In the tetragonal phase, it is 
TPSS-D2 and TPSS-D3. The computed values for c15, c35, and c46 possible to observe once again the large variation of BV  for 
(Fig. 5i, l and m) were all overestimated. Finally, c12 and c13 values of U = 6 or 8 eV due to the phase transition observed 
(Fig. 5g and h) were also overestimated, using all methodologies during the optimisation. Finally, the computed BV  for the 
except for RPBE and RPBE-D2, respectively. In accordance with monoclinic phase shows an unexpected variation observed 
previous theoretical results, the elastic components c15 and c35 when using PBEsol and TPSS. For the cubic and tetragonal 
(Fig. 5i and l) were obtained as positive values, whereas the phases, RPBE was again the methodology that afforded the 
experimental values are negative.
7,9

















































Fig. 5 Computed inequivalent elastic constants (a) c11, (b) c22, (c) c33, (d) c44, (e) c55, (f) c66, (g) c12, (h) c13, (i) c15, (j) c23, (k) c25, (l) c35, and (m) c46 (GPa) for m-
ZrO2. Previously reported experimental






















Fig. 6 Computed bulk modulus BV (GPa) for (a) c-, (b) t-, and (c) m-ZrO2. Previously reported experimental
57–59














and PBEsol, although TPSS and PBEsol gave in general very similar 
results. For the monoclinic phase, all methodologies gave values 
similarly close to the experimental results.  
The shear modulus (G), Young’s modulus (E), and Poisson ratio 
(n) derived from the calculated elastic constants are presented in the 
ESI† (Tables S2–S4). 
 
c. Dielectric properties 
 
The calculated dielectric tensor e, as well as the computed electronic 




) for the three zirconia phases 
are shown in Fig. 7–9. Previously reported experimental
9,63,64
 and 
theoretical values are given for comparison. The previously reported 
theoretical values were calculated using LDA and GGA (PBE) 
functionals by Density Functional Perturbation Theory (DFPT/ LDA 
and DFPT/PBE, respectively)
9,61,62
 and by Finite Difference 
(LD/LDA)
18
 method. For these cases, the data for TPSS are not 
shown since the linear response method using Meta-GGA 
functionals are not supported by the software used for these 
calculations.  






















. The three functionals  
resulted in similar values of e
N
ij, with only small variations observed 
when dispersion was included in the calculation. The inclusion of 
the Hubbard correction, on the other hand, resulted in a significant 
reduction of the calculated values,  
 
 
from 5.8–5.9 to 4.5–4.7. For e
Ion
ij a slight variation is observed 
between the three functionals, with RPBE giving the higher values, 
followed by PBE and PBEsol. These differences between functionals 
were observed to decrease with inclusion of Hubbard corrections, 
whilst the computed eij value also dropped significantly. Overall, the 
calculated total dielectric constant e was overestimated when using 
the standard func-tionals and inclusion of dispersion and Hubbard 
correction led to a decrease of the calculated e. For all functionals, 
calcula-tions using U = 2 or 4 eV with or without D3 gave the 
closest results to the experimental values. 
 
The calculated electronic contributions to the dielectric tensor of 
t-ZrO2 (Fig. 8) were only slightly anisotropic, whereas the ionic 
contributions show much larger differences between the computed 
tensor components. As before, the three func-tionals behaved 
similarly, except for the e
Ion
 calculated using RPBE, RPBE-D2 and 
RPBE-D3, which afforded unexpectedly high values. Nevertheless, 
this deviation was satisfactorily corrected when Hubbard corrections 
were included in the calculation. In all cases, values of U higher than 
4 eV led to underestimation of the dielectric constant when 
compared to the experimental values. 
 
Despite the phase transition observed for the tetragonal phase at 
high values of U, the variation of the contributions to the dielectric 
constant were smooth, except for e
Ion
33. However, the total ionic 
















Fig. 7 Electronic (a, e
N
11) and ionic (b, e
Ion
11) contributions to the dielectric tensor, and total dielectric constant (c, e) of c-ZrO2. Previously reported 
experimental
9,63,64
 and theoretical (DFPT/LDA and DFPT/PBE)
9,61,62

































33) contributions to the dielectric tensor, total electronic (c, e
N
) and ionic 
contributions (f, e
Ion
), and total dielectric constant (g, e) of t-ZrO2. Previously reported experimental
9,63,64
 theoretical (DFPT/LDA, DFPT/PBE, and 
FD/LDA)
9,18,61,62
 are presented for comparison. See Table S7 (ESI†).  
 
constant still presented smooth variations throughout the 
methodologies investigated.  
Finally, all calculated contributions to the dielectric con-stant of 
m-ZrO2 (Fig. 9) presented similar trends for the distinct functionals 
and resulted in only slight variations amongst different 
methodologies. Calculated values of e
N
 were very close to 
experiment when U (U = 4 eV) and D3+U (U = 4 eV) were used, 
whereas higher values of U once again led to underestimated values. 
However, the calculated e using U (U = 4 eV) and D3+U (U = 4 eV) 
were slightly smaller than the experimental values.  
In summary, inclusion of dispersion corrections resulted in only 
small changes in the calculated dielectric constants for all the cases 
investigated here, as also observed in the previous subsections. In all 
cases, however, inclusion of Hubbard correc-tion (U = 4 eV or 
larger) resulted in a large reduction of the calculated dielectric 
constants, which eventually led to the underestimation of the 
calculated values when compared to the experimental ones. In 
general, all functionals behaved 
 
much alike, except for when standard RPBE and RPBE-D were used 
to calculate the dielectric constants of t-ZrO2. In this case, the 
calculated dielectric constants were largely overestimated and 
inclusion of the Hubbard correction appears to be necessary for 
better prediction of these property. In general, RPBE+U and RPBE-
D3+U had the best results amongst the functionals tested when U = 4 
eV was used. When the standard functionals, DFT-D, DFT+U(2 eV), 
or DFT-D3+U(2 eV) were employed, PBEsol gave the closest results 
to the experimental values, followed by PBE and RPBE. 
 
Refractive indices (n) derived from the calculated dielectric 
constants are presented in the ESI† (Tables S6–S8). 
 
d. Electronic properties 
 
The energy band structure and density of states of the three 
polymorphs of zirconia were obtained using all DFT methods 
employed in this survey. However only representative examples are 






































33) contributions to the dielectric tensor, total electronic (g, e
N
) and ionic 
contributions (h, e
Ion
), and total dielectric constant (i, e) of m-ZrO2. Previously reported experimental
9,63,64
 and theoretical (DFPT/LDA and DFPT/ 
PBE)
9,61,62
 values are presented for comparison. See Table S8 (ESI†).  
 
Table 4 Calculated band gap for c-ZrO2. Previously reported experimental62 and theoretical (PBE)12 values are presented for comparison   
Eg PBE PBEsol RPBE TPSS 
     
None 3.309 (G - G) 3.317 (G - G) 3.298 (G - G) —
a 
D2 3.369 (G - G) 3.370 (G - G) 3.361 (G - G) —
a 
D3 3.345 (G - G) 3.344 (G - G) 3.347 (G - G) —
a 
U(2 eV) 3.588 (G - G) 3.596 (G - G) 3.579 (G - G) —a 
U(4 eV) 3.886 (G - G) 3.893 (G - G) 3.878 (G - G) 0.089 (G - G) 
U(6 eV) 4.153 (G - G) 4.134 (G - G) 4.185 (G - G) 0.496 (G - G) 
U(8 eV) 4.310 (G - G) 4.280 (G - G) 4.350 (G - G) 0.833 (G - G) 
D3+U(2 eV) 3.624 (G - G) 3.623 (G - G) 3.627 (G - G) —
a 
D3+U(4 eV) 3.922 (G - G) 3.920 (G - G) 3.926 (G - G) 0.091 (G - G) 
Experimental
62 
  6.10  
PBE
12   3.319 (X - G)    
a Metallic-like band structure was obtained.  
 
 
well as the cases in which dispersion (D3) and U = 4 eV were 
included. All calculated band gaps are presented in Tables 4–6, 
while Fig. 10 shows the calculated band structure and density of 
states of c-, t-, and m-ZrO2 obtained using standard PBE. 
 
 
Fig. 11 and 12 show the band structure and density of states of c-
ZrO2 calculated when additional corrections (D3 and/or U = 4 eV) 
were used with PBE (Fig. 11) and when the four standard functionals 


























       
        
Table 5  Calculated band gap for t-ZrO2. Previously reported experimental
62
 and theoretical (PBE)
12
 values are presented for comparison  
       
 PBE  PBEsol RPBE TPSS  
        
None 4.043 (Z-G) 4.005 (Z - G) and 4.012 (A - G) 4.071 (Z - G) 0.672 (Z-G) 
D2 4.085 (Z-G) 4.013 (A-G) 4.111 (Z - G) 0.848 (Z-G) 
D3 4.057 (Z-G) 4.000 (A-G) 4.102 (Z - G) 0.827 (Z-G) 
U(2 eV) 4.189 (Z - G) and 4.192 (A - G) 4.073 (A-G) 4.206 (Z - G) 0.832 (A-G) 










U(8 eV) —a  —a  —a —a  
D3+U(2 eV) 4.176 (A-G) 4.063 (A-G) 4.242 (Z - G) 0.823 (A-G) 
D3+U(4 eV) 4.259 (M - G) and 4.265 (A - G) 4.009 (M-G) 4.367 (A - G) 0.855 (M-G) 
Experimental
62 
   5.78    
PBE
12    4.076 (Z - G)      




Table 6 Calculated band gap for m-ZrO2. Previously reported experimental62 and theoretical (PBE)12 values are presented for comparison  
 
  PBE PBEsol RPBE TPSS  
        
 None 3.631 (G - Y) 3.574 (G-Y) 3.702 (G - Y) 1.167 (G-Y) 
 D2 3.758 (G - Y) 4.067 (G - Y) and 4.076 (G - G) 3.668 (G - Y) 1.045 (G-G) 
 D3 3.616 (G - Y) 3.598 (G-Y) 3.680 (G - Y) 1.174 (G-Y) 
 U(2 eV) 3.762 (G - Y) 3.726 (G-Y) 3.806 (G - Y) 1.357 (G-Y) 
 U(4 eV) 3.934 (G - Y) 3.897 (G-Y) 3.971 (G - Y) 1.646 (G-Y) 
 U(6 eV) 4.130 (G - Y) 4.085 (G-Y) 4.166 (G - Y) 1.790 (G-Y) 
 U(8 eV) 4.343 (G - Y) 4.294 (G-Y) 4.380 (G - Y) 2.088 (G-Y) 
 D3+U(2 eV) 3.761 (G - Y) 3.758 (G-Y) 3.822 (G - Y) 1.349 (G-Y) 
 D3+U(4 eV) 3.936 (G - Y) 3.929 (G-Y) 4.002 (G - Y) 1.549 (G-Y) 
 Experimental
62 
  5.83    
 PBE12   3.698 (G - B)    




for the three polymorphs of zirconia (c-, t-, and m-ZrO2) were very 
similar, only the band structures of c-ZrO2 are presented in the main 
text. All comparisons for t- and m-ZrO2 can be found in ESI† (Fig. 
S4–S10).  
As reported by previous theoretical investigation,
23
 it is possible 
to observe in Fig. 10 that in all cases the upper valence band is 
mainly formed by oxygen 2p states with minor presence of 
zirconium 4d states. The bottom of the conduction band, on the other 
hand, is mainly formed by 4d states. Interestingly, for c- and t-ZrO2 
the bottom of the conduction band is separated from the rest of the 
that band, although the same is not calculated for m-ZrO2.
22
 The 
calculated band structure using standard PBE shows that c-ZrO2 
presents a direct G - G band gap of about 3.3 eV, whereas t- and m-
ZrO2 presents indirect band gaps of about 4.0 eV (Z - G) and 3.6 eV 
(G - Y), respectively. As expected, all calculated band gaps were 
under-estimated when compared to the experimental values (Eg = 
6.10 eV for c-ZrO2, 5.78 eV for t-ZrO2, and 5.83 eV for m-ZrO2, 
Tables 4–6),
62
 which is a well-known effect observed in DFT 
calculations, especially when using LDA, GGA, and Meta-GGA 
functionals.
28
 In accordance with previous investigations, the Width 
of the  
Upper Valence Band (WUVB) increased from c-ZrO2 to t-ZrO2 and 
from t-ZrO2 to m-ZrO2.
12,22
 The calculated WUVB using standard 
PBE were 5.83 eV, 5.00 eV, and 4.90 eV for c-, t-, and m-ZrO2, 
respectively.  
Inclusion of the D3 dispersion correction in the calculations 
using PBE (Fig. 11) only led to small variations of the calculated 
band structures for c-ZrO2. On the other hand, when the Hubbard 
correction was used, a systematic increase in the calculated band 
 
gaps is observed, from 3.309 eV to 3.886 eV for PBE and PBE+U(4 
eV), and from 3.345 eV to 3.922 eV for PBE-D3 and PBE-D3+U(4 
eV). Previously studies have reported an indirect  
X - G transition for c-ZrO2 as that presenting the lowest band 
gap,
8,35,65
 however in the present work the same indirect X - G 
transition presented a band gap value of 3.913 eV, 0.6 eV larger than 
the computed direct G - G transition. No major differ-ences between 
the direct and indirect band gaps were observed for any of the 
methodologies tested (Table 4).  
The addition of both dispersion and Hubbard correction resulted 
in distinct trends for the calculated Width of the Upper Valence 
Band (WUVB) obtained for c-ZrO2. When PBE+U(4 eV) was used, 
a reduction of 0.18 eV was observed in the WUVB when compared 
to standard PBE. On the other hand, the calculated WUVB obtained 
using PBE-D3 or PBE-D3+U(4 eV) were slightly larger than the 
corresponding calculation without D3 correction, resulting in an 
increase of 0.07 and 0.06 eV, respectively.  
Band gaps calculated using standard PBEsol and RPBE (Fig. 12) 
did not present significant changes from that calcu-lated using 
standard PBE. The essential features remain the same and a similar 
comparison as that shown in Fig. 11 can be found in the ESI† for 
RPBE (Fig. S4). Similar behaviour has been observed before for 
GGA and hybrid functionals.
8,40
 TPSS, on the other hand, resulted 
in even lower band gaps, in some cases yielding a metallic-like band 
structure with the conduc-tion and valence bands overlapped. When 
U = 4 eV or higher was used, the overlap disappeared but the 
resulting band gap was still much smaller than those calculated with 

































































Fig. 10 Band structures (left) and density of states (right) of (a) c-, (b) t-, 
and (c) m-ZrO2 calculated using standard PBE. The top of the valence 
band is taken a zero of energy.  
 
 
variations between functionals, with computed values of 5.83, 6.10, 
and 5.66 eV for PBE, PBEsol, and RPBE, respectively.  
It is well-known that a better description of band structures by 
DFT methods can be achieved using hybrid functional, as  
has been demonstrated for HSE03, HSE06, PBE0, B3LYP, amongst 
others.
8,39–41
 These functionals can afford band gap values much 
closer to experiment than those calculated using GGA or Meta-GGA 
methods. Nevertheless, these functionals would be prohibitively 
expensive for the calculation of the range of properties reported in 
this paper, which as we show can be modelled by the less expensive 
approaches which we have employed. Interestingly, our work 
demonstrates that a similar approximation of the experimental band 
structure of ZrO2 polymorphs can be achieved with the much 
cheaper Hubbard U corrected GGA methodologies. 
 
The trends observed for t- and m-ZrO2 are similar to those 
discussed above for c-ZrO2; however, we note that the position of 
the indirect transition observed for t-ZrO2 was highly dependent on 
the methodology used, as shown in Table 5. For instance, it was 
observed for t-ZrO2 that inclusion of U led the indirect 
 
Z - G transition to be altered into an indirect A - G transition, 
followed by an indirect M - G transition when higher values of U 
were used. In three cases (PBEsol, PBE+U(2 eV), and PBE-D3+U(2 
eV)) two nearly degenerate indirect transitions were observed, with a 
difference in band gap smaller than 0.01 eV. For m-ZrO2, besides the 
indirect G - Y mentioned before (Table 6), PBEsol-D2 also gave a 
close to degenerate G - G transition, with band gap values larger than 
that of G - Y transition by less than 0.01 eV. 
 
Overall, the calculated band gaps agreed well with previous 
theoretical investigation, although they were underestimated when 
compared to experimental values, as expected for calcula-tions using 
GGA or meta-GGA functionals.
28
 Regarding the different 
functionals tested here, the band structures obtained were mostly 
unchanged, except for TPSS which afforded in most cases much 
smaller band gaps or even metallic-like band structures. As also 
found in the previous subsections, disper-sion had only small effects 
on the calculated band gaps, whereas inclusion of Hubbard 
correction led to a systematic increase of the band gap up to 4.4 eV 
when U = 8 eV. However, as highlighted in the previous subsections, 
values of U larger than 4 eV should be avoided in these calculations 
due to the deterioration observed in the description of structural para-
meter, relative energies and dielectric constants. As a result, the 
highest band gaps (and therefore most consistent with the 
experimental values) which it is possible to obtain while still 
conserving a good compromise with other bulk properties of ZrO2 
should be those calculated using U = 4 eV (for RPBE) or U = 2 eV 
(for PBE and PBEsol). 
 
 
e. Phonon dispersion curves  
The phonon dispersion curves for c-, t-, and m-ZrO2 calculated using 
PBE, PBE+U(4 eV), and PBEsol are shown in Fig. 13. Additional 
comparisons using RPBE or dispersion correction can be found in 
the ESI† (Fig. S11–S13). We note that Born effective charges and 
longitudinal optical/transverse optical (LO/TO) splitting at gamma 
point were not included in these calculations. Nevertheless, the 
comparison of DFT methodologies and their systematic variation for 
the description of the phonon dispersion curves as discussed here 
should not be significantly altered by such corrections. Additionally, 
results of phonon dispersion curves for ZrO2 including the 




Dispersion correction D3 had only a small effects on the 
calculated dispersion curves, leading to slight increase of the 
calculated frequencies, but without significant modification of the 
dispersion curves. The inclusion of the Hubbard correction had 
distinct effects over the three zirconia phases, in general leading to 
the disappearance of unphysical imaginary frequencies observed in 
the structures, as will be detailed below.  
The phonon dispersion curves calculated for c-ZrO2 presented 
imaginary frequencies at the X, W, K, and U points when standard 
PBE was used (Fig. 13a). When using PBEsol, imaginary 
frequencies were observed at the points X, K, and U (Fig. 13b), in 
agreement with previous calculations using PBEsol/DFPT.
66
 Finally, 
only one negative frequency at the X point was observed 
 
 
















































Fig. 11 Band structures (left) and density of states (right) of c-ZrO2 calculated using standard (a) PBE, (b) PBE-D3, (c) PBE+U (U = 4 eV), and (d) PBE-






























Fig. 12 Band structures (left) and density of states (right) of c-ZrO2 calculated using standard (a) PBE, (b) PBEsol, (c) RPBE, and (d) TPSS. The top of 
the valence band is taken as zero of energy.  
 
for c-ZrO2 when PBE+U(4 eV) was used (Fig. 13a). Such imaginary Such an observation is expected for this polymorph, since c-ZrO2 
frequency at the X point (X2  ) in c-ZrO2  have been reported is unstable at low temperatures and it is promptly converted into 
before as corresponding to the eigenmode responsible for the t-ZrO2 or m-ZrO2. The functionals PBE and RPBE behaved much 
oxygen displacement in the structure leading to t-ZrO2.
16,17,67













































Fig. 13 Phonon dispersion curves of c- (a and b), t- (c and d), and m-ZrO2 (e and f) calculated using PBE, PBE+U(4 eV), and PBEsol.  
 
 
For t-ZrO2, both PBE and PBE+U(4 eV) yielded phonon disper-
sion curves with only positive frequencies, except for one small 
imaginary frequency (0.7i THz) at the vicinity of the gamma point, 





 For PBEsol, however, such an imaginary frequency was 
not observed (Fig. 13d). We note that the Hubbard correction had a 
larger effect on the higher frequencies (410 THz) than for c-ZrO2, 





























the addition of the U correction to the calculation, as discussed in the 
previous subsections. Standard RPBE failed to describe the phonon 
dispersion curves of t-ZrO2 as imaginary frequen-cies are observed 
at the points M and Z, as well as around the gamma point (Fig. S12, 
ESI†). Nevertheless, the results for t-ZrO2 (RPBE) are fully 
corrected by addition of the Hubbard correction to the calculations, 
with RPBE+U(4 eV) yielding a dispersion curve much like those 
obtained using PBE and PBE+U(4 eV). 
 
As was observed for t-ZrO2, the phonon dispersion curves of m-
ZrO2 calculated using PBE and PBE+U(4 eV) yielded one small 
imaginary frequency (0.7i THz) at the vicinity of the gamma point, 
whereas PBEsol gave only positive frequency values. Once again, 
very similar behavior was observed for calculation using RPBE and 
RPBE+U(4 eV), as shown in Fig. S13 (ESI†).  
In general, dispersion correction D3 had only a small effect on 
the calculated phonon dispersion curves, whereas the Hubbard 
correction resulted in much larger modifications to the calculated 
dispersion curves of PBE and RPBE. For all phases PBE+U and 
RPBE+U behaved similarly, affording results close to previously 
reported calculations and in agreement with the expected stability 
and number of imaginary frequencies in each phase. The only 
exception was a small imaginary frequency (0.7i THz) observed at 
the vicinity of the gamma points of t- and m-ZrO2. Standard PBEsol, 
on the other hand did not result in any imaginary for t- and m-ZrO2. 
For the calculation of the phonon dispersion curves using PBE and 
RPBE, the inclusion of the Hubbard correction was necessary to 
correct unexpected imaginary frequencies in c- and t-ZrO2. When 
standard PBEsol was used, on the other hand, the calculated 
dispersion curves were similar to those obtained using PBE+U and 
RPBE+U.  
Only limited experimental lattice dynamical data are avail-able 
for zirconia and it would be of considerable interest to obtain 




Summary and conclusions 
 
Four distinct DFT functionals (PBE, PBEsol, RPBE, and TPSS) 
were investigated for the description of the bulk properties of m-, t-, 
and c-ZrO2. The inclusion of dispersion (Grimme’s D2 and D3 
approach) and on-site Coulomb repulsion corrections (Hubbard 
term, U ranging from 2 to 8 eV) were also considered in order to 
thoroughly compare the simultaneous performance of such DFT 
approaches in the description of structural, elastic, mechanical, and 
dielectric properties, as well as relative phase stability, electronic 
structure, and phonon dispersion curves.  
In general, the use of the Hubbard correction was demon-strated 
to be necessary for an improvement of all bulk proper-ties 
investigated here. When values of U = 2 or 4 eV were used, despite a 
slight deterioration in the description of structure parameters, 
deviation of elastic constants, dielectric constants, and band gaps 
from the experimental values was significantly reduced. Calculated 
phonon dispersion curves were also significantly improved when U 
was used, affording results close to previously reported calculations 





expected stability and number of imaginary frequencies in each 
phase. Nevertheless, it has been clearly demonstrated that care needs 
to be taken in the choice of the U parameter, as U values larger than 
2 eV (4 eV for RPBE) can lead to t-ZrO2 - c-ZrO2 phase transition, 
inversion of relative stability between c- and m-ZrO2, and give 
largely underestimated dielectric constants.  
Considering the set of functionals investigated here, when the 
standard functional is used without additional corrections, PBEsol 
and TPSS yielded the best results on structural properties of ZrO2, 
whereas PBE and RPBE performed better than these functionals 
when dispersion corrections (especially, D3) were included in the 
calculation of the structural parameters. Inter-estingly, despite the 
lower performance of RPBE in the descrip-tion of structural 
properties of zirconia, this functional gave the best prediction of 
elastic and mechanical properties of the three polymorphs 
investigated, regardless of whether additional cor-rections were used 
or not. Standard PBEsol was the best func-tional for describing the 
dielectric constants and phonon dispersion curves of ZrO2. 
Additionally, PBEsol-D and PBE-sol+U(2 eV) also resulted in the 
best estimate of the dielectric constants when compared to PBE and 
RPBE. When U = 4 eV (in combination with D3 or not) was used, 
however, RPBE was the functional to give the closest dielectric 
constants to the experi-mental values. Standard PBE and RPBE were 
unable to repro-duce faithfully the phonon dispersion curves of 
ZrO2. However, inclusion of U resulted in a significant correction of 
this property, yielding phonon dispersion curves of ZrO2 in agree-
ment to previous reports. Calculated band gaps and band structures 
were mostly unchanged when different functionals were used. 
However, we note that RPBE was the only functional to conserve the 
distinct structures and stabilities of c-, t-, and m-ZrO2 when U = 4 
eV was included in the calculation. As a result, RPBE was the 
functional able to afford the highest correction of the calculated band 
structures by inclusion of Hubbard correc-tions, affording the best 
estimate of the band gaps of ZrO2. 
 
Overall, we find that DFT techniques can reproduce a wide range 
of bulk properties of ZrO2 but that the most appropriate functional 
may depend on the property under study. Further-more, our results 
demonstrate that the appropriate choice of methodologies is crucial 
for computing accurate properties of this material and that the 
incorrect choice will result in unreli-able or unphysical results. Our 
survey demonstrates that it is possible to provide a consistent 
theoretical description of the properties of the polymorphs of 
zirconia and should provide a firm foundation for future 
investigations of this important and intensively studied material. 
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